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a b s t r a c t

This paper presents a hierarchical animation method for transferring facial expressions

extracted from a performance video to different facial sketches. Without any expression

example obtained from target faces, our approach can transfer expressions by motion

retargetting to facial sketches. However, in practical applications, the image noise in

each frame will reduce the feature extraction accuracy from source faces. And the shape

difference between source and target faces will influence the animation quality for

representing expressions. To solve these difficulties, we propose a robust neighbor-

expression transfer (NET) model, which aims at modeling the spatial relations among

sparse facial features. By learning expression behaviors from neighbor face examples,

the NET model can reconstruct facial expressions from noisy signals. Based on the NET

model, we present a hierarchical method to animate facial sketches. The motion vectors

on the source face are adjusted from coarse to fine on the target face. Accordingly, the

animation results are generated to replicate source expressions. Experimental results

demonstrate that the proposed method can effectively and robustly transfer expres-

sions by noisy animation signals.

& 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

As a high-level abstraction of human faces, facial
sketch uses a small number of strokes to represent basic
facial characteristics. It has wide applications in the
entertainment industry and the public security. For exam-
ple, by rendering facial sketches, suspect can be recog-
nized easily based only on the witness description. For
these applications, many methods [1–4] have been pro-
posed recently to render static facial sketches. Chen et al.
[1] provided an example-based composite method to
synthesize sketches. Xu et al. [3] presented a hierarchical
method to draw sketches according to a face image from
the low to high resolutions.
ll rights reserved.
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However, how to dynamically generate a facial sketch
animation is still a challenging research area. This is
because facial sketch only contains sparse features of face
shape and lacks spatial self-constraints necessary for
animation. Some animation methods [5–7] require the
expression examples of target faces. For example, Buck
et al. [5] proposed the performance-driven method to
drive hand-drawn characters, and Sucontphunt et al. [6]
utilized the geometry-driven approach to interactively
edit portraits. The problem associated with these methods
is that the target expression examples are difficult to
prepare in practice. On the other hand, motion retarget-
ting methods [8–10] have been suggested to animate
novel faces by transferring expressions without any
example, in which motion vectors are adjusted directly
from the source face onto target faces. But these motion
retargetting methods are only available for dense facial
features.

To deal with the above difficulties, an effective face
model is crucial. Traditional face models, such as the
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active shape model (ASM) [11] and the morphable model
(MM) [12], represent face in a general-face-parameter
space to guarantee a natural face shape. However, they
are hard to distinguish face features from noisy signals.
In the practical animation process, noise always exists:
(1) the image noise reduces the accuracy of expression
extraction; (2) the transmission noise perturbs animation
signals; (3) due to the difference between two faces,
source expression signals are also too noisy to be directly
applicable to target faces. Therefore, a more robust face
model is required in order to present the personal
attribute from noise. Otherwise, the animation result
may not look like the original target face.

In this paper, first, a neighbor-expression transfer
(NET) model is built by employing the expression beha-
viors from neighbor examples. The NET model can recon-
struct target expression faces from noisy signals robustly.
Second, based on the NET model, we propose a method
to transfer facial expressions extracted from a source
performance video to facial sketches, without requiring
the expression examples of target faces. A hierarchical
method is designed for expression transfer. Different from
the hierarchical sketch rendering method [3], we utilize
the correspondence map provided from lower level to
higher level, to adjust motion vectors from coarse to fine
to target faces. Finally, the NET model is evaluated by
comparing to other models under different experimental
environments, and the evaluation of the animation
method is performed on the realistic expression data.
The experimental results verify that our method is robust
and effective to animate facial sketches.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
We review the related work of facial animation in Section
2, and briefly introduce the MM in Section 3. In Section 4,
we present the proposed NET model, including the model
overview, model computation and the analysis about two
special cases. Following that is Section 5, in which the
hierarchical expression transfer method is presented. We
discuss the experimental results in Section 6, and finally
in Section 7 conclude the paper with a summary.

2. Related work

During the past few years, there has been a large
amount of research on the facial animation. The anima-
tion methods can be roughly divided into two categories:
one requires expression examples of target face; and the
other generates expressions with no target examples.

2.1. First category

The blendshape [13–15] is an intuitive method which
has been widely used in the computer animation indus-
try. By varying the blending weights, a full range of facial
expressions can be represented by a set of key examples.
However, it is an annoying work to adjust blend weights
by a trial and error process even for professional anima-
tors. So some research [13,15] efforts attempt to reduce
the blendshape interference, like segmenting the face
model into smaller regions for manipulating conveniently.
Some performance-driven methods [5,16–19] have greatly
improved the efficiency of the animation process. Their
methods combine the motion capture data and the
blendshape interpolation, to drive facial animations by
reusing the blend weights from existing motion data.

Pyun et al. [20] proposed an example-based expression
cloning approach. By building sufficient correspondence
maps between source and target examples, it produces
satisfactory results for transferring expressions between
very different faces. Similar idea has been used in some
related work. For example, Buck et al. [5] used 2D facial
videos to hand-drawn characters, Na et al. [21] used
human face to ox and gorilla, and Sucontphunt et al. [6]
gave a 3D face posing through 2D portrait. Nevertheless,
without prepared target expression examples, they are
invalid to animate novel faces. Our animation method is
also based on the examples. But the examples are not
limited to the target face. We learn the target’s neighbor
examples, which are easy to acquire in practice.

2.2. Second category

On the other hand, to generate expressions for novel
target faces Blanz et al. [22] applied a simple vector space
operation to add the 3D displacements of the surface
points onto another person’s neutral face. Similar
approach was used by Williams [23]. While they ignored
the expression variations across individuals, hence they
are effective only for two similar face models. Some facial
expression parameters were tried to define a general-face
model, like the FAPs in MPEG-4 [24] for synthesizing
simple expressions. Saveran et al. [25] generated visual
speech by synthesizing 3D face points to drive the MPEG-4
facial animation.

A class of learning-based methods [26–29] is based on
different people’s expression examples that allow model-
ing of a full population. Abboud et al. [26,27] assumed the
linear and bilinear relationships among neutral and some
specific expressions in the active appearance model [30]
(AAM) parameter space. Zhou et al. [28] used a kernel-
based bi-factor factorization model to represent expres-
sion faces. Ghent et al. [29] applied several artificial
neural networks to learn the transfer relationships among
expressions. These methods are effective to synthesize
some known expressions.

In order to transfer arbitrary expressions between
different faces, Tao et al. [31] analyzed a 3D face data by
the probabilistic model for tensors in the Bayesian frame-
work, which has been applied for expression transfer.
Liu et al. [32] proposed the expression ratio image (ERI)
for transferring texture details between images of people.
Some motion retargetting methods [8–10] were used for
expression transfer, in which source face’s motion vectors
were adapted to the target face model directly. Noh et al.
[8] built dense correspondences between model vertices,
and transferred the motion vectors by adjusting magni-
tudes and directions according to local coordinate sys-
tems. Sumner et al. [9] reused the source animation data
by transferring the affine deformation for each correspond-
ing triangle mesh, and solved a global optimization pro-
blem with continuity constraints on the target surface.
Song et al. [10] proposed a generic method for high-quality
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expression transfer between both 3D face meshes and 2D
face images. However, these methods require the dense
surface features for building the face model. They also
need to capture accurate motion features on the source
face. The idea of our animation method is similar as the
motion retargetting. But based on the proposed NET
model, the expression transfer task can be performed on
the sparse features under noisy conditions. We allow the
expression data to be captured by the commonly used
video device, like a camera.

3. Morphable model overview

The morphable model [12] (MM) represents an object
class as shape and texture vectors using independent
model parameters. It reconstructs an object by linearly
combining examples. In this paper, we focus on the face
shape object. A face shape vector S can be represented by
the MM as:

S¼
XN

i ¼ 1

aiSiþe, ð1Þ

where fSiji¼ 1,2, . . . ,Ng stand for face examples defined
by some geometric features, e.g. a set of feature points.
Their vector correspondences are established in a pre-
processing phase to make sure all the faces have the same
scale, pose and centroid position. In order to minimize the
reconstruction error e, a set of model parameters ai is
optimized as the least square problem:

min
ai

S�
XN

i ¼ 1

aiSi

�����
�����

2
0
@

1
A, ð2Þ

with the constraint
PN

i ¼ 1 ai ¼ 1.
Every object face is parameterized in the face vector

space to avoid a non-face result. However, in the MM, it is
hard to distinguish noise from the model parameters.
When the object face contains noise, the reconstructed
result may not look like the original face. Fig. 1 shows an
example. For the comparison purpose, we also present the
object face with neutral expression. We can see that when
the random noise is added to the expression face, the MM
has turned the original thick eyebrow into a different
thin one.

To robustly maintain the target face attribute in the
face model, especially its expression characteristics, is
important for the expression transfer task. Because,
besides the noise in real applications, the specific char-
acteristics of the source face will also influence the target
face to represent expressions. But the MM performs
inadequately on this aspect.
Fig. 1. Reconstruct noise expression face. (a) and (b) are the given neutral face a

of (b) by the MM and NET model, respectively. (e) gives the corresponding rea
4. Neighbor expression transfer model

In this section, the NET model is proposed. We give the
details of model computation and the analysis of two
special cases.
4.1. NET model

Our idea is to use prior knowledge learned from face
examples to overcome the noise sensitivity. In particular,
we assume that similar neutral faces also have similar
expression faces. Therefore, we improve the importance
of the similar examples for reconstructing target
expression faces.

Before introducing the model details, we clarify some
notations. Sneu

tar and Sexp
tar denote the object’s neutral face

and expression face, respectively. Sneu
i stands for one of

the examples with neutral expression and Sexp
i is the

corresponding expression example belonging to the face
Sneu

i . In the expression transfer task, Sneu
tar is often given

accurately, and Sexp
tar is the input to be reconstructed by

the model.
Based on the above assumption, the NET model is

proposed by modifying the MM on three aspects:
(1) Similarity constraint: A regularization term

JSneu
tar �

PN
i ¼ 1 aiS

neu
i J2 is added to Eq. (2), according to the

similarity of neutral faces Sneu
tar and Sneu

i . This term pena-
lizes the dissimilar examples for having smaller weights
in the reconstruction.

(2) Expression function transfer: There is a reconstruc-
tion error e in Eq. (1), since the examples fall short of
representing the face details. For example, in Section
6.1.2, we will show an eyebrow’s ridge is lost by the
limited examples. However, it is reasonable to understand
that the detail parts on the face are transformed according
to their main components during making expressions.
Based on this observation, we construct a set of synthesis
expression examples to replace the examples Sexp

i to
construct Sexp

tar . We learn the expression transform function
Fi from each example face. The synthesis expression
examples Fi(Sneu

tar ) are acquired by transferring Fi to the
target neutral face. More detail parts of the target face can
be preserved in the synthesis expression examples.

(3) Neighbor example candidates: However, to transfer
an expression function between largely different faces
will generate improper expression examples. For exam-
ple, a big eye’s motion trace is not appropriate to a small
eye. But based on our assumption, only similar examples
occupy the main weights in the reconstruction. Therefore,
in practice, we select Sneu

tar ’s neighbor examples as candi-
dates to learn Fi. And the expression function transfer
nd input noise expression facial; (c) and (d) are the reconstructed results

l expression face as a reference for comparison.
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between neighbor examples will not cause improper
synthesis results.

Accordingly, the formulation for the NET model is:

min
ai

Sexp
tar�

XK

i ¼ 1

aiFiðS
neu
tar Þ

�����
�����

2

þl Sneu
tar �

XK

i ¼ 1

aiS
neu
i

�����
�����

2
0
@

1
A

s:t: aiZ0;
XK

i ¼ 1

ai ¼ 1, ð3Þ

where i is the notation for the Star
neu

’s K-nearest neighbor
(KNN) examples. Parameter l is used to balance two
terms. The parameters ai must be non-negative and sum
to one for rotational and scale invariance.

4.2. Model computation

The computation framework is illustrated in Fig. 2,
which contains two components: off-line training and on-
line computation.

The off-line training is a single routine for a given
neutral face Sneu

tar . The expression database is composed by
example pairs belong to different individuals. Each exam-
ple pair {Si

neu
,Si

exp
} includes one neutral face and one

corresponding expression face with an arbitrary expres-
sion. For every example whose Sneu

i 2 KNNðSneu
tar Þ:
1.
 Find expression transform function Fi such that
Sexp

i ¼Fi(Si
neu

).

2.
 Transfer Fi for synthesis expression examples Fi(S

neu
tar ).

With the constraint of neighbor example, the functions Fi

could be performed flexibly, such as the geometric defor-
mation function on the face.

The on-line computation consists of three steps:
1.
 Use expression animation signals to acquire the target
expression face Sexp

tar . Sexp
tar is the reconstructed object in

the NET model, which usually contains noise as illu-
strated in Fig. 1(b).
2.
 Calculate the weights ai by Eq. (3). This is a quadratic
problem with linear constraints, where the objective
function is positive semi-definite, which could be
solved by quadratic programming [33,34].
Fig. 2. The NET model com
3.
 Reconstruct the target expression face as Ŝ
exp

tar by the
weights ai,

Ŝ
exp

tar ¼
XK

i ¼ 1

aiFiðS
neu
tar Þ: ð4Þ

There are two free parameters in the NET model: l and K.
When the examples are adequate, the model is not
sensitive to these parameters. But when the examples
are inadequate, usually big l and small K are used to
ensure Sexp

mod still looks like the same person as Sneu
tar .

4.3. Model analysis

We analyze two special cases of the NET model. One is
to model known face with unknown expression; the other
is to model known expression for unknown face. These
special cases are also utilized by our expression transfer
method presented in Section 5.2.

Case1: When a set of example expressions Si
tar of the

target face have been prepared in the database, the target
face is known. Hence, Eq. (3) is simplified as Si

neu
are all

same as Sneu
tar :

Ecase1 ¼ Sexp
tar�

XK

i ¼ 1

aiFiðS
exp
tar Þ

�����
�����

2

þl Sneu
tar �

XK

i ¼ 1

aiS
neu
tar

�����
�����

2

¼ Sexp
tar�

XK

i ¼ 1

aiFiðS
neu
tar Þ

�����
�����

2

¼ Sexp
tar�

XK

i ¼ 1

aiS
i
tar

�����
�����

2

: ð5Þ

Then the target expression face is reconstructed by Si
tar

according to weights ai:

Ŝ
exp

tar ¼
XK

i ¼ 1

aiS
i
tar : ð6Þ

Based on Eq. (6), we can see that the special case 1 of
the NET model is same as the blendshapes approach,
which utilizes the key examples to generate new
expressions.

Case2: When all the expression faces in the database
are with the same expression, like smile, here we want to
model this known expression for an arbitrary target face.
putation framework.
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The NET model is based on the assumption that the
more similar neutral faces are, the more similar expres-
sional faces they will have. Therefore, when the latter
term of Eq. (3) is minimized, the former term of Eq. (3)
will be minimized too, vice versa:

min Sexp
tar�

XK

i ¼ 1

aiFiðS
neu
tar Þ

�����
�����

2

3min Sneu
tar �

XK

i ¼ 1

aiS
neu
i

�����
�����

2

: ð7Þ

We compute the weights by the similarity term of the
neutral faces:

Ecase2 ¼ Sneu
tar �

XK

i ¼ 1

aiS
neu
i

�����
�����

2

, ð8Þ

and use the weights to reconstruct the target face for the
known expression. This idea has been achieved in the
previous work [35] for synthesizing some basic
expressions.

The above two special cases show that the NET model
is a generic model in the facial expression animation field.
Besides the applications in the special cases, its most
value is to transfer arbitrary expressions to arbitrary
target faces introduced in the next section.

5. Hierarchical expression transfer

A set of feature points are extracted on the source face
shown in Fig. 3. The purpose of expression transfer is
to transfer motion vectors of these features to the target
face. We propose a hierarchical method. The motion
vectors on the higher level are transferred based on
correspondence maps provided by the lower level, and
refined for the target face by the NET model.
Fig. 3. The hierarchical expre
5.1. Hierarchical facial sketch representation

We also extract the corresponding feature points on
the target facial sketch. The hierarchical representation
for the facial sketch is shown at the bottom of Fig. 3. There
are three levels. The bottom level 1 is defined by a group
of curves. It exhibits the global facial structure with
location and scale information. The middle level 2 is the
facial feature points to describe the local facial component
shape. The top level 3 is the rendering details of the facial
sketch, including other accessories on the face, e.g.
glasses.

Correspondingly, the hierarchical facial sketch contains
three-level parameters:

W ¼ WS,
[7

i ¼ 1

WCi ,WR

( )
:

WS is the parameter of structure curves built by
parabola models: single parabola fits eyebrow, nose and
face contour; double parabolas fit eye, mouth outer and
inner contours. WS is calculated by fitting the subset of
feature points. The parameter definitions are illuminated
on the upper right in Fig. 3.

WCi is the parameter for each facial component,
including right and left eyes, right and left eyebrows,
nose, mouth and face contour, defined by point coordi-
nates of their local features. WCi are independent of each
other, in this case, at this level, different facial compo-
nents will not impact each other.

WR is the parameter for the rendering vector of the
sketch, which is related to artist styles, e.g. line width and
rendering layer.
ssion transfer process.
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5.2. Expression transfer method

The three-level expression transfer process is demon-
strated in Fig. 3. Based on the feature points, the source
face features are represented as the first two level para-
meters. After transferring expressions at the first two
levels, accurate feature points can be acquired for the
target expression face. Therefore, the facial sketch with
expressions could be drawn by warping its rendering
vectors according to the positions of these feature points.
In this section, we mainly discuss the expression transfer
method at the first two levels.
5.2.1. Level 1: structure curve animation

We utilize the special cases of the NET model to
animate the structure curves. As in the special case 2,
we select several example expressions as known expres-
sions, and synthesize these expressions for the target face.
We take the above synthesized results as the expression
examples of target face in the special case 1, and generate
new expressions by blending shapes.

Correspondingly, the frames containing the example
expressions are chosen from the source expression video.
The weights bi for other source expressions are computed
by Eq. (6). Now, only the weights need to be directly
transferred to the target face.

More specifically, three steps for the expression trans-
fer on level 1 are shown as follows:
1.
 Synthesize the target examples with known expres-
sions and make pairs for source and target facial
examples with the same expressions:

WSsou

0 3WStar

0 , . . . ,WSsou

M 3WStar

M ,

where W0
S

denote the structure curve of neutral face,
M is the number of the selected known expressions.P
2.
 Get weights bi such that WSsou
new ¼

M
i ¼ 1 biW

Ssou

i .P

3.
 Get WStar

new by weights bi that WStar
new ¼

M
i ¼ 1 biW

Star

i .
In the first step, expression transform function Fi is
acquired by calculating the differences of parabola para-
meters between neighbor’s neutral and expression exam-
ples. The synthesized expression examples WStar

i ¼ FiðW
Star

0 Þ

are constructed by adding these differences to the struc-
ture curve parameters of the target neutral face.
Fig. 4. Level 2: componen
The above expression transfer method is only suited
for the level 1, because a small number of examples are
inadequate to produce expression details for the higher
level, whereas a large number of example expressions are
difficult to prepare. In our applications, we choose 5–7
basic expressions in this level, like smile and anger.

5.2.2. Level 2: Component shape animation

Suppose that the structure curves of the target face
have been obtained in the level 1, we build the corre-
spondence map between the source and target facial
components.

Specifically, the thin-plate spline [36] (TPS) mapping is
used. We sample corresponding point sets U ¼ ðu1,u2, . . . ,
umÞ

T from the source structure curves and V ¼ ðv1,v2, . . . ,
vmÞ

T from the target structure curves. The TPS fits a
mapping function T in the form of

TðuiÞ ¼ vi � dþfðviÞ �w, ð9Þ

by minimizing the following energy function:

ETPSðTÞ ¼
Xm

i ¼ 1

Jvi�TðuiÞJ
2

þZ
Z Z

@2T

@x2

� �2

þ2
@2T

@x@y

� �2

þ
@2T

@y2

� �2
" #

dx dy,

ð10Þ

where d and w represent the affine transformation and
non-affine deformation parameters. The vector fð�Þ is
related to the TPS kernel. Z is a model parameter. An
analytical solution of T can be obtained in the research [37].

For transferring the motion vectors at the level 2,
we need to build two set of correspondence maps. One
is Tneu between the source and target neutral faces, such
that WSsou

neu ¼ TneuðW
Star
neuÞ. The other is Texp between the

current source and target expression faces, such that
WSsou

exp ¼ TexpðW
Star
exp Þ.

Motion vectors are transferred according to Tneu and
Texp from the source face to target face. The facial
component shape vectors are calculated by

WCtar
exp ¼WCtar

neuþTexpðW
Csou
exp Þ�TneuðW

Csou
neu Þ: ð11Þ

Fig. 4 shows the expression transfer process for the
level 2. The correspondence maps based on lower level’s
structure curves provide a coarse transferring result
WCtar

exp by Eq. (11). With the accurate target neutral face
WCtar

neu ,WCtar
exp can be reconstructed by the NET model for the
t shape animation.
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final target expression face:

Ŵ
Ctar

exp ¼NETðWCtar
neu ,WCtar

exp Þ: ð12Þ

In Eq. (12), the expression function Fi of the NET model
is a kind of deformation function. Among neighbor exam-
ples, deformation parameters do not need to be adjusted
for the target face. Many deformation methods like radius
base function interpolation or the TPS could be used
flexibly.

6. Experiments and results

Training examples are obtained from the Cohn–
Kanade database [38] and the AIAR database [39], includ-
ing the western and eastern peoples. The former contains
several expression sequences for each person. The latter
includes a set of expression face images of ten Asians.
A total of 438 expression images are selected from 89
persons as examples. To learn the expression function in
the NET model, each expression face and its neutral face
compose an example pair. And the source and target faces
for expression transfer are not restricted to these exam-
ples. Eighty feature points are tracked from the source
expression videos by the ASM.

All the example images are aligned according to their
eye corner’s positions to 300� 300 pixels. The parameters
of example faces for structure curve and each facial
component need to be normalized at the same time. Note
that, we use neutral face’s normalizing functions, including
the scale, rotation and translation transformation, to align
corresponding expression faces. In this way, the NET model
would not lose the rigid transformation on the local facial
components during the expression function transfer.

Our experiments are designed to contain two parts:
model evaluation and animation method evaluation. In
practice, the image noise and the transmission noise will
influence the accuracy of the animation signals in any
type. Without loss of generality, to test the robustness of
the NET model, in the following experiments, we add the
0 2 4 6 8
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

noise va

M
S

E

Gauss Noise
MM
NET model

Fig. 5. MSE curves with diffe
Gaussian noise and manually click-drag feature points to
perturb ground truth data. To evaluate the animation
method objectively, we add the Gaussian noise to realistic
animation signals for the quantitative comparison with
other methods.
6.1. Model evaluation

The model evaluation is designed both objectively and
subjectively under different experimental conditions. Our
first set of experiments is conducted to test the model’s
effectiveness and robustness under noisy conditions. In
the second set of experiments, we compare the NET
model with the MM and the ASM using a small amount
of examples. The third set of experiments present the
expression synthesis under different parameters using a
special case of the NET model.
6.1.1. Model’s effectiveness and robustness test under noisy

condition

We use the mean square error (MSE) to quantitatively
evaluate the reconstruction accuracy. A set of feature
points are manually labeled on real expression faces as
the ground truth data. The MSE is calculated in Eq. (13)
according to the coordinate vectors between the recon-
structed feature points fi and the ground truth feature
points ri, where N is the number of feature points:

MSE¼

PN
i ¼ 1 Jfi�riJ

2

N
: ð13Þ

We randomly choose 60 example pairs in the database.
A group of zero means Gaussian noises, whose variance
ranged from 0 to 16, are added to their feature points on
expression faces. Then these noise data are reconstructed
by the MM and the NET models. Fig. 5 exhibits their MSE
curves. From the figure, it can be observed that the NET
model’s MSE curve is still stable when the noise variance
increases, and performs more robust than the MM model.
10 12 14 16
riance

rent noise variances.
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In the subjective way, we display the visual effect for
reconstructing noisy faces and compare the results with
other models. The ASM represents the face shape by
applying the PCA. We remain 95% prime components in
the ASM. In Fig. 6, we use the real face images as
reference. Taking the mouth as an example, we manually
move the ground truth feature points, as shown in the
first row in Fig. 6. And two models take these noisy faces
as the objects to reconstruct. From the second and third
rows in Fig. 6, we can see that the ASM and the NET
models can both acquire a natural mouth shape, but
Fig. 6. Noisy mouth reconstruction results by the NET model and the ASM

(c) Reconstructed results by the ASM. Here mouth images are used as the refe

Fig. 7. Comparison reconstruction results by the NET model with the MM an

results.
compared with the original images, the NET model out-
puts the most matching results. Although only with a
little change on the reconstruction effect, it is crucial to
improve the facial personalized attribute subjectively.

In Fig. 7, we directly add the noisy animation signals to
the target neutral faces to acquire the noisy expression
faces. All of the models reconstruct the animated results
to some expression faces. But compared with their neutral
faces, the NET model produces the most satisfactory
results, which still look like the original faces. We notice
that to use other two models on the first and fourth target
. (a) Input noisy data. (b) Reconstructed results by the NET model.

rence for reader.

d the ASM. (a) Neutral facial images. (b) Input faces. (c) Reconstructed
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faces, their shapes of face contour have been changed;
and on the second and third target faces, the eyebrows
have been distorted. So, we can say our NET model is
superior to the MM and ASM in the model effectiveness
and robustness under noisy conditions.

6.1.2. Model representation ability test under a small

amount of examples

We construct an eye and eyebrow database with
a small amount of examples. A target object’s neutral
face is shown in Fig. 8(a). There is an obvious brow
ridge on the eyebrow. We reconstruct his anger face by
the NET model, MM and ASM, respectively. Both the
results by the MM and ASM miss the brow ridge, since
all the eyebrows in the database are only with smooth
shapes. But the NET model can recover it very well using
the same database. The reason is that the NET model
utilizes the expression function transfer to synthesize
examples.

6.1.3. Expression synthesis test under different parameters

Some expression synthesis methods [26,27,29] need a
large amount of expression training examples to learn a
general expression transform function. But the NET model
Fig. 8. Comparison of the reconstruction results by the NET model with the MM

neutral face. (b) Reconstructed expression face by the NET model. (c) Reconst

the ASM.

Fig. 9. Smile expression synthesis by the NET model
is more flexible. In Fig. 9, we synthesize a smile expres-
sion for different faces by different numbers of neighbor
examples. Under the NET model’s special case 2, both the
parameters K¼1 and 10 can synthesize satisfactory
expression faces. It seems that they produce a more
general smile for every person with K¼10, and generate
more personalized smiles with K¼1.

6.2. Animation method evaluation

In this part, we compare the animation results by
different expression transfer methods. We also provide
two kinds of evaluation indexes. One is the recognition
rate, which is based on the expression-invariant face
recognition method to recognize the generation faces.
The other is the square difference rate (SDR) to quantita-
tively compare the local animation details.

6.2.1. Intuitive animation results and their comparisons by

different methods

In Fig. 10, the first row exhibits three kinds of source
expression faces (smile, anger and surprise). The target
face is shown on the left column together with her face
image. By transferring expressions from the source face to
and the ASM. Here, real facial images are used as reference. (a) Original

ructed expression face by the MM. (d) Reconstructed expression face by

with different numbers of neighbor examples.



Fig. 10. Animation results by different methods.
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the target face, the second row presents the animation
results by our proposed method. The third row shows the
animation results by the Blanz’s reanimating method [22].
The Blanz’s method assumes that the displacements of
surface points are the same for all individuals, so that the
expressions can be transferred to another person by the
simple operations in the vector space. This assumption is
only good for the similar source and target faces, and will
cause unnatural appearance results otherwise. Although
be able to refine the above results to natural faces, the
ASM can not distinguish personalized facial features from
noise, making the animation results different from target
faces. The ASM refined results are shown in the bottom
row, in which the jaw part in the smile expression
becomes fat, the width of the eye changes in the anger
expression, and the eyebrow’s shape deforms rigidly in
the surprise expression. By the intuitive comparison, our
proposed method generates more realistic results.

In Fig. 11, we display more results by our expression
transfer method. The source face images from the perfor-
mance video are exhibited in the top row. Here, target
facial sketches are rendered by the AIAR cartoon face
generation system [41]. Their corresponding face images
are given on the left column. We synthesize five basic
expressions for structure curves at level 1. We can see
that the animation results exhibit natural expressions and
replicate the actions on the source face.

6.2.2. Animation result evaluation by expression-invariant

face recognition

Motivated by the research on the expression-invariant
face recognition technique, we inversely evaluate the
animation method by recognizing the generation results.
The higher recognition rate by our method than the
others means that our results can keep the target face’s
personalized attribute better. Xu et al. [40] proposed a
face recognition method by expression-driven sketch
matching. They selected several local parts of the sketch
graphs which are relatively invariant to the expression
changes for matching two sketches. We use Xu et al.’s
methods to recognize the animation results.

Four kinds of expression faces (smile, surprise, sadness,
and anger) are considered in these recognition experiments.
We prepare each kind of expression database by the
corresponding example pairs. The test faces in this section
come from the Cohn–Kanade database including 87 indivi-
duals. We randomly choose one example pair from one
kind of expression database to transfer this expression on
the test faces. Table 1 displays the face recognition results
generated by our proposed method, the Blanz’s reanimating
method, and the Blanz’sþASM method, respectively. To
test the robustness of expression transfer, we add Gaussian
noise G(0,4) to the source expressions. We can see that the
expression transfer results by our method acquire the
highest recognition rates.
6.2.3. Animation result evaluation by local details

The eyebrow is an important part for recognizing faces
from the facial sketches. We notice that the eyebrows
often move rigidly during making expressions. Eyebrow’s
shape only has a little change. So another index to
evaluate the expression transfer performance is to mea-
sure the variations on the eyebrow. We define a square
difference rate (SDR) by calculating of eyebrow’s squares
before and after being animated:

SDR¼ ðSquareðXexpÞ�SquareðXneuÞÞ=SquareðXneuÞ, ð14Þ

where Square(X) calculates the square of shape X.



Fig. 11. Expression transfer results for facial sketches. The original facial images are given on the left column, whose corresponding facial sketches are

generated as the target face by AIAR cartoon generation systems.

Table 1
Compared results by recognition rate (%) on different expressions with noise.

G (0,0) G (0,4)

Smile Surprise Sadness Anger Smile Surprise Sadness Anger

Proposed 93.10 87.36 93.1 90.80 97.70 80.46 97.7 94.25

Blanz’s 77.01 66.66 86.21 77.01 59.77 41.38 68.97 59.77

ASM 54.02 34.48 42.53 34.48 54.02 28.74 49.43 35.63

Table 2
Compared results by SDR (%) on six basic expressions.

Smile Angry Surprise Sadness Fear Disgust Avg.

Proposed 10.72 11.36 13.73 10.99 13.93 10.04 11.80

Blanz’s 11.74 14.48 16.67 10.53 17.17 11.98 13.76

ASM 17.08 21.98 18.59 16.58 23.28 20.85 19.73
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The example pairs are classified into six basic expression
databases. In each expression database, we use leave-one-
out method to animate each neutral face by transferring
expression from one randomly chosen example pair.
Table 2 shows the SDR on the animation results by
our proposed methods, the Blanz’s methods, and the
Blanz’sþASM methods, respectively. We can see that
our method has the minimum SDR. With the Gaussian
noise G(0,0�16) added to the source expression signals,
the average SDR curves for 60 target faces by different
methods are illustrated in Fig. 12. And our proposed
method also performs best under the noise. From the
observation of statistical results on the manually labeled
ground truth data, about 10% SDR is an acceptable result
which is close to the reality. However, the average result
achieved by the ASM is close to 20% SDR, which influence
the visual effect subjectively.
7. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an expression transfer
method for facial sketch animation. Given a target facial
sketch with the neutral expression, our method can
generate vivid expressions by retargetting motion vectors
from the source face. And our method is useful in the
practical application. Facial expressions, captured by the
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Fig. 12. Eyebrow reconstruction SDR curves with different noise variances.
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common vision device, are the inputs for animating very
different facial sketches. A robust face model is critical in
our expression transfer task. By learning a class of
expression behaviors from the neighbor examples, the
proposed NET model can reconstruct the target face from
noisy signals. From the analysis of the model special
cases, we can see that it is also a generic model for facial
animation. Moreover, in this paper, a hierarchical expres-
sion transfer method is presented based on the NET
model. It contains two main steps: facial structure anima-
tion and component shape animation. The former
removes the global structural differences for the expres-
sion transfer between very different faces; and the latter
adjusts the motion vectors for the local face shapes. Our
face model and the expression transfer method guarantee
the animation results while maintaining the target face’s
attributes to replicate the source facial expressions.

The NET model pays more attention to the face shape
rather than the texture, to meet the requirement for
controlling facial sketches. It deals with the critical
problem for the facial animation. Currently, the expres-
sion transfer method is tested on the frontal faces, since
the face model is built on the frontal face database. One
way to solve this limitation is to diversify the current
approach with 3D face model. In that case, non-frontal
facial expressions can be generated by the project trans-
formation. With the help of 3D face model, we believe
that the proposed model is also effective for the 3D facial
sketch animation. In future work, we plan to transfer
expressions for 3D facial sketches.
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